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DESCRIPTION

12¢ Black, Plate 1 (36), horizontal pair, tied by “Dubuque Iowa. Aug.
18” (1860) circular datestamp with “PAID/24” rate handstamp on light
salmon cover with Beardless Lincoln Portrait, Split Rail Fence and
Riverboat Scene, 1860 Campaign design, Baker imprint, “‘Honest Abe
Lincoln’ on his flat boat” slogan at bottom, addressed to a Miss Teat in
Waltham on the Wolds, England, red “19” credit handstamp also ties
pair, Melton-Mowbray backstamp (September 3)

PROVENANCE

Siegel Auction Galleries, 1995 Rarities of the World, 6/5/1995, Sale
767, lot 142, to William H. Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

Dr. James W. Milgram, Abraham Lincoln Illustrated Envelopes and Letter 
Paper 1860-1865, design AL-81

CONDITION NOTES

Very Fine cover with negligible slight wear in corners

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

The Railsplitter Campaign
Based on contemporary journals, the Railsplitter image

originated at the May 1860 Illinois Republican convention.
Governor Richard J. Oglesby had two supporters enter the
hall, carrying fence rails with a banner that read, “Abraham
Lincoln the Rail Candidate for President in 1860.” The
image of “Honest Abe” Lincoln as an 1840s frontiersman,
wielding an axe to split rails, became wildly popular. Lincoln
dutifully protested the theatrics, but must have realized the
political benefit of a good campaign slogan.
The Railsplitter theme found a home on envelopes pub-

lished during the 1860 campaign. A variety of designs
blended Lincoln’s beardless portrait with images of his back-
woods origins—chopping wood, piloting a flat boat, a split
rail fence—ignoring the reality that Lincoln was a seasoned
attorney, former U.S. congressman, and had not performed
any frontier labor for many years.
The split rails and flat boat design on this envelope is rare,

and examples are usually addressed within the boundaries
of the (soon to be divided) United States. There are two cov-
ers with the same design addressed to another country: both
come from the Miss Teat correspondence and were sent to
England, each with a pair of the 12c 1857 Perforated paying
the 24¢ treaty rate. It is believed that both were found by
William O. Bilden, a dealer from Edina, Minnesota, who qui-
etly handled many outstanding covers and collections during
his career. ◼

LOT 57°

One of two recorded Abraham Lincoln “Split Rail and Flat Boat” Campaign
covers to a foreign country—an outstanding cover from several perspectives:
Lincoln, Transatlantic Mail, 1857 Issue and the Civil War

ESTIMATE $7,500-10,000

Photo of Abraham Lincoln
without his beard, circa 1860




